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“The Death of the Specialized Admin”

Andy Banta (Storage Janitor)

Picking on storage admins today
evolving the same way the server admins did

Reasons for change are mostly identical as server evolution
architectures are becoming easier to manage
tools are designed for rapid deployment, not constantly adjusting
the hardware is becoming commoditised
software is defining the features and the admin duties

Storage requirements are more dynamic than before - transient workloads
The pace is increasing

Focus Areas for Ops (expectations have evolved)
Available and Reliable - Traditional IT
More with less - Virtualisation Age
Faster - Cloud Age
as a Service - Application Evolution

Addressing a new set of challenges
Legacy vs Next Generation DC
Single Tenant - multi-tenant
isolated workloads - mixed workloads
dedicated infrastructure - shared infrastructure
scale up - scale out
pre-provisioned capacity - capacity on demand
hardware defined - software defined
project based - self service
manual administration - automation

Customers Currently Receive
Business Limitations
- unpredictable application performance
- show response to changing business needs
- Under utilisation of expensive resources
Operational Limitations
- Storage policies tied to static capabilities
- All virtual disks treated the same
- minimal visibility and control on array
- Very hands on

New Evolution
Business Benefits
- Guarantee per-application performance
- immediately respond to changing needs



- scale to match utilisation requirements
Operational benefits
- dynamically match storage to application
- align virtual disk performance to workload
- fully automate control of storage resources

No one misses being focused on server administration - almost all server 
administration happens during ordering
Virtualisation administration is higher value
higher value activities exist for storage discipline as well

“Enabling through integrations is the goal”

vSphere web client should be all you need with SolidFire storage 

VMware simplifies storage administration
- SIOC + QoS
- vCenter Plugin
- Storage Policy Based Management
- Powershell
- vRO and Automation

Policy based management to the rescue

Automation for management at scale

Delivery of self-service storage resources
10000 regular volumes
8000 VVols (soft limits - as tested)

Delivery of self-service storage resources

docker volume create

Trident
Dynamic Storage Provisioning for Kubernetes
- Monitors activities on PVCs, PVs, and StorageClasses
- Deployed as a Kubernetes Pod
What NetApp platforms are supported?



- ONTAP (NFS and iSCSI) and SolidFire
Retains the ability to differentiate storage
- IOPS, compression, disk type, etc all able to be specified
REST API for management

vSphere Virtual Volumes
The Basics
- Virtualises SAN and NAS devices
- Virtual disks are natively represented on arrays
- Enables VM granular storage operations using array-based data services
- SPBM enables automated consumption at scale
- Supports existing IO protocols (FC, iSCSI, NFS)
- Industry-wide initiative supported by major storage vendors
- Included with vSphere

SolidFire Virtual Volumes Architecture
Guaranteed QoS is always job #1 - each VM disks is its own volume on SolidFire
Can be fully policy driven
Provides scale out (just like the rest of the cluster features) - of course, capacity and 
IOPS
Full support is supplied by the API
No need for extra VMs to provide capabilities
VASA High Availability provided o cluster, just like node availability

[demo]

Disruptosaurus!


